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Abstract— Now-a-days technology has developed to a large 

extend. At the same time the need for systems with 

automation and high security are preferred. So, by using one 

of the best technologies available we have designed a prepaid 

electricity meter using Arduino and GSM for commercial and 

domestic purposes. Traditional meter reading for electricity 

consumption and billing is done by human operator from 

houses to houses and building to building. This requires huge 

number of labor operators and long working hour to achieve 

complete area reading and billing. Human operator billing are 

prone to reading errors as sometime in houses the electricity 

power meter is placed in location where it is not easily 

accessible. Labor billing job is sometime also restricted and 

is slowed down by bad weather conditions. By using this 

system we can avoid such problems.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Prepaid Electricity Energy Meter is a good concept in which 

you can recharge its balance, like we do in our mobile phones. 

In this project we are building an automated system by using 

Arduino and GSM module. You can recharge the electricity 

balance through this system, just by sending a SMS. It can 

also disconnect the home power supply connection, if there is 

low or zero balance in the system. And this system will reads 

the energy meter readings and automatically send some 

updates to user’s mobile phone like low balance alert, cut off 

alert, resume alert and recharge alert. The prepaid energy 

meter uses a recharge which is available in various ranges (i.e. 

Rs. 50, Rs. 100, Rs. 200, etc.). The recharge is done by using 

a mobile and the meter is charged with the amount. According 

to the power consumption, the amount will be reduced. A 

relay system has been used which shut down or disconnect 

the energy meter and load through supply mains when the 

recharge amount is depleted. A buzzer is used as an alarm 

which starts before the recharge amount reaches a minimum 

value. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Traditional meter reading is done by the human operator, this 

require a more number of labour operator and long working 

hour to achieve the complete area data reading and billing. 

Due to the increase in the development of residential building 

and commercial building the meter reading task increases 

which require more number of human operators. It should be 

clear that such methods are very time consuming and does not 

satisfy the business requirements for the power company, in 

addition to the large number of errors incorporated in the 

reading process. This type of systems cannot provide 

transparency. 

III. COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

A. Arduino (ATMEGA 328P-PU) 

The Atmel AVR core combines a rich instruction set with 32 

general purpose working registers. All the 32 registers are 

directly connected to the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), 

allowing two independent registers to be accessed in a single 

instruction executed in one clock cycle. The resulting 

architecture is more code efficient while achieving 

throughputs up to ten times faster than conventional CISC 

microcontrollers. Features of Arduino 328:- The 

ATmega328/P provides the following features:   32Kbytes of 

In-System Programmable Flash with Read-While-Write 

capabilities,   1Kbytes EEPROM,   2Kbytes SRAM,   23 

general purpose I/O lines,   32 general purpose working 

registers,   Real Time Counter (RTC),   Three flexible 

Timer/Counters with compare modes and PWM,   1 serial 

programmable USARTs ,   1 byte-oriented 2-wire Serial 

Interface (I2C),   A 6- channel 10-bit ADC channels in TQFP 

and QFN/MLF packages) ,   A programmable Watchdog 

Timer with internal Oscillator, an SPI serial port,   Six 

software selectable power saving modes.   The Idle mode 

stops the CPU while allowing the SRAM,   Timer/Counters, 

SPI port, Interrupt system to continue functioning. 

 
Fig. 1: Arduino (ATMEGA 328P-PU) 

B. GSM Module (SIM900A) 

GSM/GPRS Modem-RS232 is built with Dual Band 

GSM/GPRS engine- SIM900A, works on frequencies 900/ 

1800 MHz’s The Modem is coming with RS232 interface, 

which allows you connect PC as well as microcontroller with 

RS232 Chip (MAX232). The baud rate is configurable from 

9600-115200 through AT command. The GSM/GPRS 

Modem is having internal TCP/IP stack to enable you to 

connect with internet via GPRS. It is suitable for SMS, Voice 

as well as DATA transfer application in M2M interface. The 

onboard Regulated Power supply allows you to connect wide 

range unregulated power supply. Using this modem, you can 

make audio calls, SMS, Read SMS; attend the incoming calls 

and internet etc. through simple AT commands. Features: 

Dual band GSM/GPRS 900/1800MHz, Configurable baud 
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rate, SIM card holder, built in network status LED, Inbuilt 

powerful TCP/IP protocol stacks for internet data transfer 

over GPRS. 

 
Fig. 2: GSM Module 

C. Energy Meter 

Power meters are sometimes referred to as energy meters and 

vice versa. Per definition, (active) power is a measure of what 

is required (or consumed) in order to perform useful work. 

For example, a light bulb with a 100W rating consumes 100 

watts of active power in order to create light (and heat). 

Energy, per definition, is the measure of how much work has 

been required over a known period of time. In the light bulb 

example, leaving the bulb on for an hour it will consume 

100W x 3600s = 360000Ws (watt-seconds) = 100Wh (watt-

hours) = 0.1kWh (kilowatt-hours) of energy. The meter 

described in this application note can be referred to as a power 

meter, an energy meter or a kilowatt-hour meter. The Energy 

Pulse output (EP) is a ready indication of active power, as 

registered by the meter; the frequency of the pulse is directly 

proportional to active power. Integrating pulses over time 

gives active energy. For storage purposes, the meter includes 

two pulse outputs (DPP and DPN) to directly drive various 

display counters. All pulse outputs are easy to configure for 

any reasonable rate. The default is 10.000 impulses per 

kilowatt-hour for the EP output and 100 impulses per 

kilowatt-hour for the DPP/DPN pulses Features Cost-

effective and flexible single-phase Energy Meter Full fills 

IEC 61036 accuracy requirements for Class 1 Meters Detects, 

signals and continues to measure accurately under at least 20 

different tamper conditions .Design easily downgrades to fit 

normal single phase Energy Metering. Compact design with 

internal Flash memory, SRAM and EEPROM.LCD is easily 

added by migrating to other Atmel® AVR® 

Microcontrollers. Secure and reprogrammable Flash memory 

enables flexible firmware updates. One-time, quick, and 

accurate digital calibration gives added benefits. Adjustable 

energy pulse output goes beyond 10.000impulses / kWh. 

Active power, voltage and current measurements are easily 

accessible over. USART interface. Design easily migrates to 

any other AVR Microcontroller .Low-power AVR 

Microcontroller allows operation down to 1.8V. 

 
Fig. 3: Analogue Energy Meter 

D. Opto-coupler (4n35) 

This datasheet presents five families of Vishay industry 

standard single channel phototransistor couplers. These 

families include the 4N35, 4N36, 4N37, 4N38 couplers. Each 

opt coupler consists of gallium arsenide infrared LED and a 

silicon NPN phototransistor. These couplers are Underwriters 

Laboratories (UL) listed to comply with a 5000 VRMS 

isolation test voltage. This isolation performance is 

accomplished through Vishay double molding isolation 

manufacturing process. Compliance to DIN EN 60747-5-5 

partial discharge isolation specification is available for these 

families by ordering option 1. These isolation processes and 

the Vishay ISO9001 quality program results in the highest 

isolation performance available for a commercial plastic 

phototransistor opt-coupler. The devices are available in lead 

formed configuration suitable for surface mounting and are 

available either on tape and reel, or in standard tube shipping 

containers. Features:  Isolation test voltage 5000 VRMS, 

Interfaces with common logic families, Input-output coupling 

capacitance < 0.5 pF, Industry standard dual-in-line 6 pin 

package, Compliant to Rosh Directive 2002/95/EC and in 

accordance to WEEE 2002/96/EC. 

 
Fig. 4: Opto-coupler (4n35) 

E. Current Sensor (ACS712) 

The Allegro ACS712 provides economical and precise 

solutions for AC or DC current sensing in industrial, 

commercial, and communications systems. The device 

package allows for easy implementation by the customer. 

Typical applications include motor control, load detection 

and management, switch mode power supplies, and 

overcurrent fault protection. The device is not intended for 

automotive applications. Features and Benefits  Low-noise 

analog signal path, Device bandwidth is set via the new 
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FILTER pin , 5 µs output rise time in response to step input 

current,  80 kHz bandwidth,  Total output error 1.5% at TA = 

25°C,  Small footprint, low-profile SOIC8 package,  1.2 mΩ 

internal conductor resistance,  2.1 Kv RMS minimum 

isolation voltage from pins 1-4 to pins 5-8,  5.0 V, single 

supply operation, 66 to 185 mV/A output sensitivity,  Output 

voltage proportional to AC or DC currents,  Factory-trimmed 

for accuracy,  Extremely stable output offset voltage, Nearly 

zero magnetic hysteresis  Ratio metric output from supply 

voltage. 

F. Relay Driver (ULN2003) 

The ULx200xA devices are high-voltage, high current 

Darlington transistor arrays. Each consists of seven NPN 

Darlington pairs that feature high-voltage outputs with 

common-cathode clamp diodes for switching inductive loads. 

The collector-current rating of a single Darlington pair is 500 

mA. The Darlington pairs can be paralleled for higher current 

capability. Applications include relay drivers, hammer 

drivers, lamp drivers, display drivers (LED and gas 

discharge), line drivers, and logic buffers. For 100-V 

(otherwise interchangeable) versions of the ULx2003A 

devices, see the SLRS023 data sheet for the SN75468 and 

SN75469 devices. The ULN2002A device is designed 

specifically for use with 14-V to 25-V PMOS devices. Each 

input of this device has a Zener diode and resistor in series to 

control the input current to a safe limit. The ULx2003A 

devices have a 2.7-kΩ series base resistor for each Darlington 

pair for operation directly with TTL or 5-V CMOS devices. 

The ULx2004A devices have a 10.5-kΩ series base resistor 

to allow operation directly from CMOS devices that use 

supply voltages of 6 V to 15 V. The required input current of 

the ULx2004A device is below that of the ULx2003A 

devices, and the required voltage is less than that required by 

the ULN2002A device. Features 500-mA-Rated Collector 

Current (Single Output), High-Voltage Outputs: 50 V Output 

Clamp Diodes, Inputs Compatible with Various Types of 

Logic. Applications: Relay Drivers, Stepper and DC Brushed 

Motor Drivers, Lamp Drivers, Display Drivers (LED and Gas 

Discharge), Line Drivers. 

 
Fig. 5: Relay Driver 

G. LCD Display (16*2) LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) 

LCD Display screen is an electronic display module and find 

a wide range of applications. A 16x2 LCD display is very 

basic module and is very commonly used in various devices 

and circuits. These modules are preferred over seven 

segments and other multi segment LEDs. The reasons being: 

LCDs are economical; easily programmable; have no 

limitation of displaying special & even custom characters, 

animations and so on. A 16x2 LCD means it can display 16 

characters per line and there are 2 such lines. In this LCD each 

character is displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. This LCD has two 

registers, namely, Command and Data. The command 

register stores the command instructions given to the LCD. A 

command is an instruction given to LCD to do a predefined 

task like initializing it, clearing its screen, setting the cursor 

position, controlling display etc. 

 
Fig. 6: LCD Display 

H. Mobile Phone 

A mobile phone, known as a cell phone in North America, is 

a portable telephone that can make and receive calls over 

a radio frequency link while the user is moving within a 

telephone service area. The radio frequency link establishes a 

connection to the switching systems of a mobile phone 

operator, which provides access to the public switched 

telephone network (PSTN). Modern mobile telephone 

services use a network architecture, and, therefore, mobile 

telephones are called cellular telephones or cell phones, in 

North America. In addition to telephony, 2000s-era mobile 

phones support a variety of other services, such as text 

messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, short-range 

wireless communications (infrared, Bluetooth), business 

applications, video games, and digital photography. Mobile 

phones offering only those capabilities are known as feature 

phones; mobile phones which offer greatly advanced 

computing capabilities are referred to as smartphones. 

 
Fig. 7: Mobile Phone 

IV. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Here we have interfaced electricity energy meter with 

Arduino using the pulse LED (Calibration or Cal) of 

electricity Energy meter. We only need to connect tis CAL 
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LED to Arduino through an Optocoupler IC. When we power 

up the system then it reads previous values of rupees stored 

in EEPROM and restores them into the variables then checks 

the available balance with the predefined value and take 

action according to them, like if available balance is greater 

than 15 rupees then Arduino turns on the electricity of home 

or office by using relay. And if balance is less than 15 rupees 

then Arduino sends a SMS to user phone regarding low 

balance alert and requesting to recharge soon. And if balance 

is less than 5 rupees then Arduino turns off the electricity 

connection of home and sends a SMS to user’s phone for 

‘Light Cut’ alert and requesting to recharge soon. GSM 

module has been used to send and receive messages, you can 

check about GSM module and AT commands here. Now 

when we need to recharge our system, we can recharge it 

simply by sending a SMS to the system, through our 

Cellphone. Like if we want to recharge by 45 bucks then we 

will send #45*, here # and * are prefix and suffix to the 

recharge amount. System receives this message and extract 

recharge amount and update the balance of system. And 

system again turns on the electricity of the house or office. 

Current sensor is used to calculate the total load consumption 

by energy meter except inductive load 

V. RESULT 

When the supply is provided to Meter, initially LCD gets 

initialized. Test SMS is sent to consumer as “SYSTEM 

STARTS”. The Adaptive meter can be recharged by 

messaging from the registered KEB number to the GSM 

modem that is fixed with meter and user will get message that 

the energy meter has been recharged by some amount. In our 

Adaptive meter, we have set to recharge the amount up to 

Rs.999 (3 digits). The consumer can recharge the meter 

according to his requirement. If the consumer wants to know 

the left out balance in adaptive meter, can be checked in LCD 

display of Adaptive Meter. When the recharged amount 

reaches a minimum value i.e if Rs 10 left out to consume the 

power, the consumer gets a message that the balance is “Your 

Balance is Low” and the adaptive meter gives a buzzer sound 

and this is repeated at Rs.50 and when no balance; the 

message is sent to consumer that “power cut due to no 

balance”, extra unit is provided in concern of the user. 

 
Fig. 8: Block diagram of prepaid energy meter 

VI. CONCLUSION  

In the present situation all customers are using manual 

communication. To reduce the manual efforts and human 

errors, we need to have some kind of automated system 

monitoring all the parameters and functioning of the 

connections between the customer and electricity board. Also 

by implementing this system we can control the usage of 

electricity on consumer side to avoid wastage of power. Since 

there is need to utilize energy in better and efficient way this 

pre-paid meter proves to be a boon in the power sector. In this 

system to save time of consumer, the consumed energy 

corresponding price is displayed forthe consumer benefits. 

By the implementation of this system overall efficiency in 

operations of the electric board will improve. An attempt is 

made in this work to develop a system, which when interfaced 

with static electronic energy meter is avoided where in 

complexity of the circuit is reduced and cost also gets reduced 

of the meter. 
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